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To begin with, i treat my practice of art as my orientation for living. I have a strict 
neccesity to treat the everyday as a position from which to create art. Situations 
that arise from the everyday are not always planned, they are intersections where 
multiple forces (human or otherwise) collide. There is a distinct difference between 
intention and action. Intention is a thought process coming from memory of lived 
experience aswell as the desires of a human.  Actions enter into our physical reality. 
This consideration can seem basic, however it gives and important standing point 
for creating a perception beyond our own flesh. This can be treated as some ideal 
root of my artistic approach, after which there are many branches with  magisculed 
words. 

THE BODY 
The body can be used as a performative tool. Making actions with the intention of 
calling it art. 

ACTIONS
Transmit feeling, can be at once political, subversive, poetic.

POLITICAL/SOCIAL/PARTICIPATION
As an artist there must be a consideration of what will become of the art work, 
what will be the repercussions of it's creation upon other people. Where will it 
enter.

ART / POETRY
The freedom to create uncompromised ideas as a form of hope.

PHILOSOPHY
Continuing on from what we percieve to be the truth, our own perception is mi-
croscopic in proportion to everything else that we don't understand or yet know 
about.

LANGUAGE/BIG WORDS
Language creates the signposts for meaning, often with little accuracy. Language is 
used equally to communicate as to exclude.

JUXTAPOSITION / DISPLACMENT
A device to play with the field of meaning between all of the above.

My current work focusses on the dual relationship i have between English and 
French cultures. Bilingualism is an opportunity to pose questions on the two 
cultures but also the use of language becomes a metaphor on a global scale. Since 
my arrival in France in 2012 i have made work of various mediums including : 
Video Installation, ballades, interventions in public spaces, painting, a rap song, 
computer drawings, sculptural installation. 



NEWSTATUE 2016

New Statue is an Internet site created to give space and reason to  Liam Wit-
ter’s computer works. It is a space where image an text  can be further animated 
infitting with an appropriate context.

It’s  a space for false theories to be developed and terminology and language 
invented. It is necessary for this space to remain as an experiment and explora-
tion, to freely admit to Red Herrings along the way.

YOUFIE ~ 
noun
Antonym: Selfie,  The name for taking a photo of someone else. 
Synonyms: YOUFIEoké, YOUTOOTH, YOUFIEMATON

LARDONNEZ-MOI ~
An idiomatic expression used against another person who may be sunbathing 
on a public right-of-way.

New Statue was also a solo exhibiton at Le Club, Nîmes. Which featured art 
works extracted from the internet site. Throughout the opening people were 
welcome to take part in the Youfieoké. Pop song with a Youfie twist. Youfie 
tokens were exchanged for the services of a Youfie-taker.  Philosophy mer-
chandise was on sale in English, Italian, Greek and Russian. And there was an 
official youtube tutorial on how to smile officially on an identity photo (Youfie).

http://liamwitter.wixsite.com/

http://liamwitter.wixsite.com/newstatue


EXTRAIT de vidéo CARTE VITALE

Youtube Tutorial, for how smile on an official identity photo, coinciding with the concept of YOUFIE.

CARTE VITALE   2016



Phil   2016

PHILOSOPHY RUBBER
PHILOSOPHY PENCIL 
PHILOSOPHY PAPER 
PHILOSOPHY RULER



Phil   2016

Phil: baseball caps, vue d’installation 2016, Nîmes, Le Club



YOUFIE 2016

YOUFIE ICON FOR TELEPHONE APPLICATION



YOUFIEoké 2016

Youfieoké performance, 2016, Nîmes, Le Club

http://liamwitter.wixsite.com/newstatue/contact


My First Story board 2016

Images from 3D Animation



My First Story board  developed from a story board for a film that is to be 
realised strictly on the 1st May.  The realisation of the film was to take place 
with voluteer actors found by the artist on a pilgrimage to Piémanson beach 
in the Camargue national park. The film would be a reenaction of important 
trips and migrations, particularily relating to political events . The Film was 
not made on the 1st of May 2016 due to heavy winds, therefore the idea rests in 
storyboard form until it is ready to be reenacted. A story board which has been 
reproduced as a series of drawings and as a 3D computer animation.  

Poster for 1st of May film



NEW STATUE  Exhibition views 2016, 
Nîmes, Le Club



Man Dressed as Pub 2016

Image from 3D Animation



Man Dressed as Pub 2016

Computer aided collage



Man Dressed as Pub 2016

Native Art 

recognized by 

its childlike 

freshness and 

“amateurish” 

qualities

 ethnic and local 

 lock, stock and barrel from Ireland to Perth  feel with the bar in 

dark wood and

 exposed brick 

a relaxed and intimate vibe

Found descriptions of  ‘Irish Pubs’



Indoor Fireworks 2016

Clay sculptures, acrylic on board, 45 x 21.4cm (surface of board) 



Made of Stone 2016

Diagrams made digitally 



Views of installation, Espace GT, Marseille



 
Cévenol Munch 2014 vidéo 2m51sec

A Cévenol lunch, the strength and healthiness that 
a farmer requires to perform their everyday duties, 
bread, Chèvre, tomates, rosé, huile d'olive.

A burst of absurdity becomes present and all at 
once a violent energy is projected, lunchtime in the 
Cévennes turns into a 90's first-person computer 
game.
Images go between single player and multiplayer 
modes. The player has a choice of farming tools 
for which to use in their mission of tormenting the 
surrounding nature.

CÉVENOL MUNCH 2014

Rituel D'éte

Rituel D'éte

https://vimeo.com/112588411


RITUEL D’ÉTÉ 2014

Action made throughout the summer ; To play the character of 
an English tourist in the south of france.
To walk into bars and restaurants and explain to the staff that i 
have a friend who might have lost their sunglasses there.
Repeating the same phases in french with a strong english 
accent.

«  Excusez- moi, mon ami a perdu ses lunettes du soleil »

Accepting any sunglasses that they produce.

   (bohn-ZHOOR)
                       -
(ehk-SKEW-zay MWAH)

Rituel D'éte,  Photograph of Action by Stranger



RITUEL D’ÉTÉ 2015

Summer Outfit

Engraving 
the landscape

 into 
a new 

pair of sunglasses
 each time.

Six 
Sunny 
Walks
 on the
 Hills 
that 

surround
 Marseille



RITUEL D’ÉTÉ 2016

An Archive of Union Jacks worn in the South of France

Rituel d’été icon,
photocopy of a drawing, pen on 
paper 14 x 14cm

Illustrative digital image for the archive



WINTER RITUAL 2010

Winter Ritual , 2010 Newcastle Upon-Tyne

An action made during two weeks of excessive snow 
in Newcastle Upon-Tyne

Recuperating broken sledges from a historic public 
place during the night.

Documenting every piece with a photograph.

Producing a pictoral archive to offer to the city coun-
cil of Newcastle Upon-tyne.

Returning the broken sledges to the 'Freeman of the 
city'

Sledges: approx. 89 x 43 
x 12 cm



SCUM 2015

Marker Pen On Train 
Ticket, 8 x 5.4 cm



Walking Down the Road 2015 Digital drawing (1123 x 794)

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015



Bourgeoiston 2015 Digital drawing (1123 x 794)

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015



Up the Broccoli 2015 Digital drawing ( (1123 x 794)

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015



Chicken Town 2015 Digital drawing ( (1123 x 794)

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015



Explosions in the Sky Over Sunderland 2015 Digital drawing ( (1123 x 794)

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015



TAPE 1 : Walking down the road
A: Rien, comme quel que chose, 
arrive n'importe où

B: C'est là que tu as tes raccines ?

A: It's there that my childhood was 
unspent. By now i have the whole 
place clearly charted

Notre jardin, d'abord : où je n'ai pas 
inventé, d'éblouissantes théologies sur 
les fleurs et les fruits.

TAPE 2 : Bourgeoise-ton

Fr : C'était Bourgeoise-ton alors ?

DISTORTION ANNOUNCEMENT

FR : Paddington Il faut tirer la chaise 
d'eau

LAST CALL PADDINTON JEREMY 
BEAR Julien nounours, dodo dou 
dou gazou gazou, z zi venvetre joujou 
lolo lou lou.

En : I'm the son of a bitch
Fr. Oui je sais que tu es un fils de 
pute, mais c'est un confessional ! 
Pardon ! Allez-y !
En : I have been a cheater in every 
game i've ever played
Fr : Je suis ici pour écouter tous que 
vous disez.
En : She makes me believe that i am 
an artist
Fr : Comment vous croyez ces mes-
songes ? 

TAPE  3 : Up the brocoli
TAPE 4 : Chicken Town

INTIMATE NARRATION uNPLUG 
MIC

les haricots sont changer en rouges, 
les haricots sont rouges ils ont chan-
ger leurs couleur

TAPE 5 : Explosions in the sky over 
Sunderland.

 Mon père, j’ai pris un train assez loin de 
Londres, j’avais le clic et le clac dans mes oreilles, 
je me decundu dans le gare à Sun-der-land, cet 
violin est violent, le violin était violin

le reste de la bande chorale, ils ses posent à voir 
le spectacle leurs dents brillante, dentifrice et 
juste devant le feu d’artifice, melody et sa culot, 
melody et son pilote explosé dans les belle étoile, 
la nuit dans le ciel de sunderland. 

En ; Mon curé l ‘accension arrive

FR. Piggy, Il faut tirer la chaise d’eau
Piggy get the sandbags.

ENGLISH TOWNS 2015

https://soundcloud.com/chlorophorm-club/explosions-in-the-sky-over-sunderland


ENGLISH TOWNS 2015

 View of installation, Marseille, Atelier St. Pierre 



Silenced 2008, Photographic Print onto silver gelatin paper 14.8 x 21cm 



DRIFTING
 or  
Thinking of Liam Witter  
or
«[...] a whole toy box full of playful, inventive strategies for ex-
ploring cities [...] just about anything that takes pedestrians off 
their predictable paths and jolts them into a new awareness of 
the urban landscape.»1

I have taken the liberty to steal a quote from the American journalist Joseph Hart as a title for this text 
because it perfectly fits as an introduction to your «Balades», an important part of your artistic practice. To 
be able to grasp this, I need to reverse paths, search for clues. Because there are only traces and fragments 
that remain if I want to approach your work in retrospect. And one of these tracks is indeed quite literally a 
«toy box» - A briefcase from which you have removed the side walls and replaced with transparent Perspex 
(in a later version). A briefcase whose original function got reversed and now does not hide its contents 
but freely reveals it to observers. The contents? At first glance I recognize tape, pens, notebook, fishing line, 
wrench, stamps, an audio record
DRIFTING or  
Thinking of Liam Witter  
or
«[...] a whole toy box full of playful, inventive strategies for exploring cities [...] just about anything that 
takes pedestrians off their predictable paths and jolts them into a new awareness of the urban landscape.»1
ing device, a small speaker, a packet of biscuits. Less toys, instead of tools of an ur-
ban explorer which are entirely publicly paraded. The suitcase and its contents 
were props for your «Balades», a hike in and around the city of Marseille 



And another one of your works prompts me to seek for traces: «Lougou Bridge» (which is the title) 
leaves me only a video, which is rather documentation, retold or collaged memory. The video tells 
the story of a completely random but amicable encounter with George, a former teacher, on a name-
less bridge in Newcastle, who quite by accident turned 
out to be a (self-taught) expert on bridges, and who brought up the idea of a different urban inter-
vention: George became for one day again teacher and offered to share his knowledge with random 
passers-by on that nameless bridge in Newcastle. The intervention was public but rather quiet, it 
was not announced or showcased as spectacular. Eventually it disappeared just as suddenly as it had 
appeared and remained puzzling for all participants - for George, the passers-by (and even for you?)
To come back to the stolen title: in his article Joseph Hart describes history and contemporary 
forms of so-called Psychogeography and comes to speak of the original French term «dérive», which 
was coined in the 1950s by the Letterists and Situationists and described a different than everyday 
contact with the environment and the urban space. Guy Debord, probably the best-known repre-
sentative of the Situationists published in 1958 with «Théorie de la dérive» some sort of guide to 
Psychogeography: 
«In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and leisure 
activities, and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn 
by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. Chance is a less important factor 
in this activity than one might think: from a dérive point of view cities have psychogeographical 
contours, with constant currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or 
exit from certain zones.»2
Your «Balades» as well as interventions such as «Lougou Bridge» evolve quite similarly to social in-
terventions which, although maybe planned in detail by you, the course of which, however, ultima-
tely remains unpredictable. The urban space or environment, depending on the reading of the same 
center and scenery, the parties can be active actors or remain passive observers. As works of art, (do 
we really want to remain at this old fashioned term?), they add small interference and glitches into 
everyday life.

Stefan Eichhorn

        _________________________________________________________________

1
Hart, Joseph (July/August 2004). “A New Way of Walking”. Utne Reader.  

2
Knabb, Ken, ed. (1995). Situationist International Anthology. Berkley: Bureau of Public Secrets.  

Photo by Liam Witter



 

 

For the Printemps art contemporain, the artist was commissioned by Où lieux 
d'exposition pour l'art actuel, to produce balade for the public between two sites. The 
end or starting points being the gallery in the 1er arr. And the site of L'Aventure, a 
remains of a public sculpture by the artist Richard Baquié
The artist annonced the opportunity to take rendez-vous with members of the public 
by telephone or email. Private balades were made during 3 months.
The artist lead participants along the route in order to build a symbolic journey or 
an 'Adventure' each time. Pausing for moments such as at a Bar tabac, to listen to a 
headphone sound commentary, relating the manner of discarding gambmling re-
ciepts as a form of sculpture. As well as playing games with coloured crayons to leave 
small traces behind. Visiting momuments such as the canal pump house and new 
invented monuments, such as a section of tarmac relating to a minimalist sculpture 
by Carl Andre. Other ephemeral installations were made with a number of objects 
which the artist would carry in a briefcase. Almost as an attempt to overwhelm the 
participants with a fantasy experience. The fantasy resided when they arrived to view 
the plain concrete object that is all that remains of the original sculpture.

L’AVENTURE 2014

Extract of promo film: L’ Aventure



WORKSHOP 2011- 2013

Top:  Workshop Marseille, bag with diagrams on window
Bottom: Diagram: Bag for 5 mins , chalk on chalk board.



WORKSHOP 2011- 2013

Workshop, Newcastle Upon-Tyne



TRIANGLE RÉSIDENCE  2013

The artist in resident Liam Witter uses his body as the primary tool in producing art 
works. The actions that he makes can quite often be furtive/secret (undocumented) 
however are integral to the artwork. In previous works the artist has assumed diffe-
rent roles.

.

La Clarité, Briefcase, plexi-glass, 30 x 45 x 8cm 



TRIANGLE RÉSIDENCE  2013

At Triangle France Liam has been exploring the conflict that he faces 
in his practice in order to make a departure from the production of 
socio-geographically engaged artwork. He has been keeping snails as 
his workers, climbing museums, conducting workshops in his studio 
and using other playful methods to provide a place for analysis. 

Ceramic Bar Sign, Matt Paint



TRIANGLE RÉSIDENCE  2013

A random video loop would act as the auto-queue, giving a prompter of phrases and moving 
images which were collected as momentos from the event of Marseille cultural capital 2013. 
A forced cultural happening which became a confusion of spectacles to the spectator. In the 
videos this confusion amounts to a range of activities such as climing the new Mucem, taking a 
boat out of the port and a dérive of Marseille streets in search of cultural material.

During the live kareoke recordings were made of the perfomers and were again used as sound 
samples in the videos. The result became a video titled ' Produit de Marseille' 

An open invitation for curators, gallerists, artists and the La Friche tousists of Mar-
seille to participate in a live kareoke. During one week people came to the artist's 
studio and were encouraged to perform with the artist.

Produit de Marseille, Extrait de vidéo



TRIANGLE RÉSIDENCE  2013

Plan de ville des éscargots, 2013, Stylo sur vitre, deux éscarcots



TRIANGLE RÉSIDENCE  2013

Impersonation de L’artist/e, stylo sur papier, 11.8 x 15cm
 
A project that became an investigation into the actions of a graffiti 
artist who's tag was far spread across Marseille.The investigation was 
formed by studying the geographic placments of the unknown artists 
tags, taking photographs to analyse the typographic and stylistic 
changes, as well as the relation to the surrounding wall drawings.There 
became several false leads, produced by asking the possible relation of 
LEAM to another tagger who's tag could frequentely be found aside.
The artist produced a wall map and asked people living in Marseille if 
they could offer any information about the identity of LEAM. If people 
were unable to offer information then they were asked imagine this 
persons face and to produce an identity drawing.



SMALL TALK WITH LOCAL 
WILDLIFE   2010

Fold-up Intervention booklet, digital print onto paper, 29.7 cm x 42cm



LUGOU BRIDGE  2010

This project stemmed from a chance encounter with a stranger on a bridge, the experience of which then became 
an idea for a project. The idea was primarily to get George to initiate rhetorical speech aimed at a crowd of pas-
sers-by and I would act as the director giving him instructions. The repetition of the act of talking to strangers on 
a bridge was intentionally staged by passing on the actions to a new set of ‘actors’. 

This choice of location extended the feeling that this was a performance that existed on a level of banality, the 
spectacle having been reduced to the subtle level of the everyday. The style of the Fly-over bridge can be paired 
with the ‘Get Carter’ cark park in Gateshead, which has enjoyed notoriety as the set of a famous movie car chase. 
However it was not an everyday occurrence that transformed the car park into a monument, it was the evidence 
of the film that allowed this experience to be translated into popular culture. 

In response to the event I chose to make a documentary-type film to reconstruct the relationship between my 
participant (George) and myself, which intended to show the difficulty in communication. The confusion for 
George seemed to be in the acknowledging our actions as an art piece. The film poses a set of questions about 
Public Art discourse; the problematic title. How is Public Art meant to be perceived by its ‘Public’? Collaboration 
with the public can be overly contrived, which can quite often result in exploitation of its participants and offers 
little in return. 

Photo juxtaposition on diagram



*Alexandre was a great imper
-sonator of David Bowie before.
Alex has a motivation driving his work
*Infact not at all.
his place in the world.
*But I forgot to ask if he’s making contemporary art
He makes his work,

*We once read a book together, he 
would turn the pages before me 
He sees other people make his work
* Once we had a coffee together, I was 
tryng to sit next to him but he want-
ed to sit opposite, we gradually or-
bited the table until it was 4 o’clock.
They are confronted by a situation
*  X
Through their reactions 
*Mr. Gérard had a tinkling 
feeling about his person...
X: we see our place 
in the world.
*It doesn’t seem that far 
away, there’s a tension 
and then something 
happens, it sends a 
chill up the spine, it 
floats above reali-
ty, it’s not fiction, 
but a game, we 
resolve through 
a sense of guilt 
and then look 
a bit further, 
it sends a 
chill up the 
spine.

– - - - - - -
his anecdotes are private  ; i ask him for his an
ecdotes  ; instead i imagine the circumstances.
– - - - - - -
A n a l o g i e s . .                           
Anal G’s
A L G U E S
AL G
A DÉ. GUISE
ALEX GÉRARD
– - -
My own interpretation is one where we 
- are given the space to laugh at our own 

misfortune.. even futher is to dwell and

see it’s value in understand-
ing the mess it leaves us with.

Alex suggests that it’s sub-
ject to interpretation.

I subjected  him to an understanding.

… I want to speak about liars, artists, 
common sense and social emotions.
..I want to speak about.
- a n e c d o t e s i n v o l v i n g 
Alex and lying
- a n e c d o t e s i n v o l v i n g -
Alex and other artists
- a n e c d o t e s i n v o l v i n g 
Alex and common sense
- a n e c d o t e s i n v o l v i n g 
Alex and social emo-
tions/ conciousness

Written by Liam Witter



We 
o n c e 
w  o  k  e 
up    at    5,    
took        our        
macintosh-
es   with   us   out   
into      the      cold,      
we     marched     and     
marched to find a clear 
view  of  the  Aurora  Bo-
realis,  but  it  didn’t  make  
sense,  from  the  illogical  an-
gles    we    percieved    nothing    
more  than  the  skin  of  our  teeth.  

We gained access to the buil-
ding, a security of-
ficer halted our tracks, we pro-
vided them with 
a story  which aimed to 
confuse them so much 
that they would forget who we 
were, what 
we wanted and make them 
begin to question 

Alexandre assured me that there 
was noth-
ing to worry about and that  i 
could manage 
my fear if i  accepted the rules, the 
rules 
were that we must sit on tall 
chairs look-
ing into the machine, making no 

We   
tried one more time, this time 
attatching seal skin to the bottom 
of our feet, we gathered wet snow 
particles like useless information,
our tracks led us to our obscure 
objective.  



Liam Witter

Marseille, 
liamrobertwitter@gmail.com

http://liamwitter.wixsite.com/newstatue
http://liamwitter.blogspot.com

+33788288519

Formation:

2007-2011          Newcastle University – BA (Hons) Fine Art
2009- 2010        VŠVU - Vysoká škola výtvarných umení, Bratislava

                          
Experience artistique: 

2016

 Exposition, Ouvertures D’àteliers D’artistes, En Association avec Château de Serviéres, Atelier 25 (Wendy 
Vachal), Marseille

Exposition, Le Club, Nîmes

Exposition,  Espace GT, Marseille

2015
 Exposition, Ouvertures D'àteliers D'artistes, En Association avec Château de Serviéres, Atelier St. Pierre, 

Marseille

2014
 Exposition, Ouvertures D'àteliers D'artistes, En Association avec Château de Serviéres, Atelier St. Pierre, 

Marseille

Ballade  OÙ et L'Aventure, Marseille

Exposition, OUR HOUSE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET OÙ - lieu d'exposition pour l'art actuel, 
Marseille 

2013
Résidence à Triangle France, Marseille


